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in practice a form of protectorate—is one that greatly benefits the
Islands^ They already possess self-government, for the American
control is wisely and seldom exercised. Every department of the
local government is^ satisfactorily administered by Filipinos, and
American intervention is reduced to little more than a restraint
upon hurried legislation such as young and still inexperienced
people are inclined to introduce.
But the granting of an immediate and complete status of
independence would suddenly deprive the islands of the vast
advantage of free trade with the United States, and all island
imports into America would have to compete with those of foreign
countries. So great have been the advantages enjoyed that the
Filipinos have adopted neither the highly scientific 'agricultural
methods nor the rigorous economy that has been forced upon
other countries by competition.
Profits have been easy to earn, and large when earned. During
the last nine years the balance of trade has been greatly in favour
of the islands. There has been a long period of almost unbroken
prosperity, though to-day the islands are bearing their share of
the economic world depression. That 85 per cent, of the Philip-
pine imports into the United States compete with American
agricultural products has no doubt influenced a strong body of
American opinion in favour of the independence movement,
though there are many disinterested advocates of this policy.
American control of the Philippine Islands has been so successful
that the premature abandonment of political sovereignty might
bring about economic collapse. Responsibility cannot be
discarded even in an act of appropriate generosity. A period of
transition appears necessary—and with this policy an increasing
number of Filipino leaders are in agreement.
There are, of course, minorities. The Moslem Moros of the
south fear the domination of the Christian northerners, and
many of them would prefer to continue under the disinterested
control of America rather than risk possible exploitation at the
hands of fellow-countrymen with whom they have nothing in
common in custom, language, or religion. This minority
question, however, presents no insuperable difficulties owing to
geographical distribution. The various races and religions are
largely confined to separate islands. There is more probability
of future dissension among the ruling classes of the Christian
Filipinos than likelihood of communal contention, since the
educated Filipino is by nature, by training, and by choice a

